The Facts: The Animal Contact Form

The animal contact form is assigned by a PI/Supervisor/Instructor, through SciShield, to each member of a lab/group.

NEW GROUP MEMBER - When adding a new group member to a lab/group, select the “Works with Animals or Animal Source Materials” job activity under the “Animal” tab.

EXISTING GROUP MEMBER - Click “Edit” next to the user’s name on the “Members” Tab of your lab/group. Then select the “Works with Animals or Animal Source Materials” job Activity and click “Submit” at the bottom of the page.

If everyone in the group or lab will need to complete the Animal Contact form, email SciShieldOESHelp@clemson.edu to set the group to automatically assign the form to all current and future members.

When a user is assigned the Animal Contact Form, they will receive an email from support@scishield.com with a link to complete the form.

The User will also see a prompt when they log in to SciShield saying “Your ‘Animal Contact Review Wizard’ is incomplete.” Click “Start Now” to complete the form.

If you do not receive this prompt but feel you should, contact your PI/Supervisor/Instructor to re-evaluate your job activities in the system.

If a user needs to make changes to their animal contact form or will no longer be working with animals:
1) Click your name in the top right corner of any page in SciShield
2) Select the Animal Contact Tab
3) Click “Edit or Re-Submit the Animal Contact form”
   • Make any necessary changes and click submit.

*If you opted out of the Animal Contact form, the Animal Contact tab will not be available, email SciShieldOESHelp@clemson.edu for assistance.

A PI/Supervisor/Instructor can check the status of their member’s animal contact form from the “Medical Surveillance” tab of their group.

Select “Animal Contact Form” from the service type drop down to easily sort your lab’s MSP Requirements.

From here you will be able to see who has or has not completed the form, if they were approved, and when the form will be due next.

Animal Contact Forms are REQUIRED to be updated once a year.

No handwritten forms are accepted.

For questions email SciShieldOESHelp@clemson.edu
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